Package includes:
1... four panel
grinder shield.
2... yellow plastic
eye shield clips.
1... 8”x 8” clear
plastic shield.
1... pair of Grinder
Tongs pliers.

User Instructions
Use this end for
the eye shield.

Please Read First

Attach this end
to Mr Splash.

Important
Before trying to clean
the eye shield... always
thoroughly rinse any
grinder splash from the
shield by first holding it
under the running water
at your sink.

The cells of the Mini Surface protect
your work area by acting like a large
ice cube tray that collects the grinder
spray as it runs down your Mr. Splash.

The Mini Surface
is a very important part of the
overall function of your Grinder Combo...
be sure to have one under your grinder today.

Using and Cleaning the Grinder Tongs
The shape of the Tongs allow you to hold
the glass flat to the grinder surface.

Glass stop on right-hand
corner of the lower jaw.
You can greatly improve the glass holding power
of the Grinder Tongs by always resting a portion
of the glass against the glass stop on the lower
jaw... test the benefit of the stop by inserting a
larger piece of glass between the jaws, but not
back against the glass stop, and squeeze down
hard... you will find the glass quite easy to wiggle
from side to side... repeat the test with a part of
the glass resting against the stop... it will be
much harder to wiggle the glass.

Important Cleaning Note:
When your grinder tongs are not opening and
closing as easily as when they were new...
hold them under a water faucet... open
and close them until they are freed up.

Increase gripping
pressure and control
while grinding by
pressing down on
the black rubber pad
with the index finger of
your opposite hand.

Thin Glass: Most stained glass is about 1/8”thick...
when you need to grind 1/16” glass you
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can modify your grinder tongs by making
plastic
plastic inserts. Cut two plastic inserts from
inserts
the lid of any margarine or equivalent container... use the insert drawing as a pattern.
Place one insert between black pad and the bottom of
the top jaw... this decreases the space between the top
and bottom jaws... add a second insert if needed.

Thick Glass: Reverse the black rubber pad so the
smooth side is turned down to the glass.
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